The performance of the Boys and Bernardi function counterpoise (FCP) method in eliminating the basis set superposition error (BSSE) is studied for Hez, at R=5.6 a.u., within the supermolecular coupled electron pair approximation (CEPA-1) method. A series of oneelectron Gaussian basis sets is designed that allows a systematic approach to the basis set limit value of the interaction energy. Every basis set contains a part suitable to reproduce the atomic correlation energy and a second part optimized for the dispersion interaction in Hez. BSSE-free correlated first-order interaction energies [E"'], calculated using perturbation theory, are reported for each of these sets. Extrapolation to the basis set limit yields a new value of 33.6O=l=O.O2 PH for E(l) at R = 5.6 a.u. Extending previous work, the supermolecular CEPA-1 interaction energies for each set are then compared to the total of E(l) and the BSSE-free Moller-Plesset second-order dispersion energy reported previously. While for some basis sets the uncorrected AE values deviate up to 43 K from the perturbation estimate, the FCP-corrected results always agree within 0.4 K. A virtuals-only counterpoise procedure is considered as well, but fails badly. The remaining discrepancies in the FCP results are ascribed to a failure of the Marller-Plesset approach to precisely model the dispersion energy at the CEPA level. This problem is removed in a further, more stringent test where supermolecular gnFPAmintra results, in which only the intra-atomic correlation (at the CEPA-1 level) is taken into account, are directly compared to the BSSE-free E(l) values. In this test the FCPcorrected supermolecular results agree, for the larger sets, to within 0.001 K with the results expected on the basis of E (l) These findings demonstrate, for the first time, that at least in . He, the FCP recipe yields interaction energies that correspond precisely (to machine precision) to the basis set and correlation method at hand.
I. INTRODUCTION
The successful application of highly correlated ab initio techniques in the field of van der Waals forces has been seriously hampered by the problem of basis set superposition error (BSSE). For a thorough discussion of BSSE related problems up to 1987 see Ref.
1. BSSE is a consequence of the incompleteness of the one-electron basis used in calculations for the monomers and the dimer. In a finite basis set calculation for the dimer the individual monomer takes advantage of the basis set of the whole dimer rather than of just "its own" basis set centered at this monomer. The related lowering of monomer energies is called BSSE,' although strictly speaking the lowering is an improvement rather than an error. The magnitude of BSSE proved to be large enough to prevent a quantitative characterization of the van der Waals potential energy surfaces.
Uncertainty about the way to handle BSSE has induced the development of techniques, that aim to eliminate the BSSE by imposing restrictions on the dimer calculation. Examples are the "chemical Hamiltonian approachy3 and the "constraint dimer approach."4 Both methods, un-"Address for correspondence.
fortunately, become ill-defined if the monomer basis-sets approach completeness. Other methods try to avoid BSSE by keeping the (nonorthogonal) basis sets used by the monomers in a dimer calculation separate throughout the calculation in a valence bond like manner.5-7 These methods do have some attractive features, which need to be explored further. Alternatively, some authors have advocated the use of large basis-sets to try to avoid BSSE altogether. For example Schwenke and Truhlar' and Frisch et al.' concluded that "... in general the extra expense of a counterpoise correction is not warranted, and it is better to increase the basis set to the maximum size affordable for noncounterpoise-corrected calculations." However, considering that in spite of the use of very large basis sets, none of the recent landmark correlated calculations'a-15 is free from BSSE, this does not represent a realistic strategy.
An entirely opposite approach to the problem of BSSE is to give the monomer calculations the same flexibility that is open to the monomers in the dimer calculation. This, in essence, is the philosophy of the function counterpoise (FCP) procedure.i6 In spite of early criticism of the FCP approach (for a summary, see Ref. 1 ) , there is now a growing consensus that this procedure is a sensible tool for avoiding BSSE in calculated interaction energies as well as in properties derived from these, such as equilibrium geometries. "'7"' Nevertheless, there remains a widespread feeling that the BSSE-removal provided by the FCP recipe is only approximate. 4~'g~22-2g These hesitations are fueled by occasional findings where the FCP-corrected result is further removed from some desired value (usually an experimental one) than the uncorrected value. 8'p~2272p However, while one may agree that applying FCP may not be a sufficient remedy in such cases, these examples say very little about the merits of the FCP recipe as such. In fact, the only valid criterion for judging a FCP-corrected result is whether it is close to (or perhaps identical to) the result that should have been expected for the basis set and ab initio method employed in the supermolecular calculation. Thus, "the problem of judging the FCP approach is in knowing the right answer."30 Attempts to validate the FCP approach in this manner have been made by studying FCP-corrected interaction energies AE for series of basis sets which differ in the size of the BSSE, but which reasonably may be expected to yield very similar AE when corrected properly. 19, 31, 32 A more rigorous and direct assessment of the FCP is to identify the leading basis-set dependent interaction terms for the system at hand and to calculate these by BSSE-free perturbation methods along with the supermolecular interaction energies. The two sets of results should vary with the basis in a parallel fashion if the BSSE removal was successful. Some years ago we reported such parallel calculations of the BSSE-free second-order Moller-Plesset dispersion energy [Egi,disJ and the counterpoise-corrected coupled electron pair approximation (CEPA-1) interaction energies for He2,33 and we were able to show that only the FCP recipe gave acceptable results. Notably, the virtuals-only counterpoise (VCP) recipe,34 that is repeatedly advocated as a correction scheme superior to the FCP approach, most recently by Yang and Kestner,** was shown to fail badly. In our view this proves that the criticism of the FCP variant, which invokes Pauli exclusion principle arguments, is unjustified and results from a misinterpretation of the intermolecular exchange effects.33*35 At the time we were not in a position to show that the FCP-results were exactly right, since E~~,disp modeled the dispersion energy present in the CEPA calculations only approximately and, moreover, the dispersion energy is not the only basis-set dependent term in the CEPA interaction energy.
In the present paper we report two extensions of our previous work33 which allow us to assess the accuracy of the FCP approach more definitively. First, we have obtained new CEPA interaction energies for He, in which only the intramolecular correlation effects are accounted for. The basis-set dependence of the resulting 13$nFPA-intra values is dominated by that of the first-order interaction between correlated He atoms. Second, we have determined the corresponding first-order energies [E"'] directly, employing a BSSE-free perturbation approach. The comparison of these quantities allows us to conclude that the FCP approach yields-to machine precision-exactly the result that should be expected for a given basis and method. As in our previous work we limit ourselves to He*, since for this system it is possible to perform a full configuration interaction (CI) calculation on the monomer and evaluate the corresponding first-order energy in any reasonable basis set.
In Sec. II we recall the expressions for the perturbation first-order electrostatic and exchange and the second-order Msller-Plesset dispersion energies as well as the partitioning of the CEPA-1 interaction energy into intra-and intermonomer components. The series of one-electron basis sets used in this study is described in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we compare our perturbation energies EC') and E~~,disp with the supermolecular CEPA-1 interaction energies corrected for BSSE using the counterpoise method both before and after partitioning into the intra-and intermonomer components. The study is summarized in Sec. V. Throughout the paper we use hartree and kelvin as energy units, 1 Eh=315 777 K.
II. METHODS
In our study we use both the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory of intermolecular forces36237 and the supermolecular CEPA-1 approach3841 to calculate the interaction energy for He,.
A. Counterpoise procedures
In the counterpoise (CP) procedure the energy of the dimer is calculated using a supermolecular method and the interaction energy isobtained by subtracting monomer energies resulting from monomer calculations that are performed in functional spaces that simulate the variational freedom available for the monomers in the dimer. There are a few variants'6724730*34 of the counterpoise method that differ in the choice of these functional spaces. In the original Boys and Bernardi FCP variant16 the monomers take advantage of the whole dimer-centered basis set (DCBS) .
In the alternative VCP procedure of Daudey et al.,34 the energy of each monomer is calculated using its monomer-centered basis set (MCBS), augmented only by the virtual self-consistent field (SCF) orbitals of the partner monomer.
For comparison, we define a scheme no-CP in which no counterpoise correction is applied.
B. First-order interaction energy
The first-order interaction energy is defined within the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory of intermolecular forces as36
where r,@ and $J~ are the unperturbed wave functions of A and B, respectively, V is the interaction operator, and & is the antisymmetrizer for the dimer. Since the monomer Hamiltonians are absent in Eq. ( 1 ), EC') is free of BSSE. The first-order interaction energy is usually split into the classical electrostatic interaction energy IL&',{ and the non-classical exchange repulsion energy Ei& that results from imposing the antisymmetry condition on the wave function of the whole complex
and Eiih is defined by Eqs. ( 1 )- ( 3). In the present study the monomer wave functions @ or eB are taken to be correlated (full CI) wave functions, employing either the MCBS of A or B only or the entire DCBS.
The EC') results reported in this study were obtained with the program COREX first devised by Chalasiriski.42 This program can handle interactions between twoelectron systems only.
C. Second-order Mdller-Plesset dispersion energy
The second-order Moller-Plesset dispersion energy for the ground state of He2 is defined as43
where the occupied 1s') lsb, and virtual {n'), {mb) orbitals diagonalize the Fock operators of atoms A and B, providing the orbital energies elsa, el$, ena, and e,,+, respectively. The variational character of E~~,disp (Ref. 43) permits optimization of nonlinear parameters for polarization basis functions as well as using non-MCBS-type basis sets to obtain the monomer orbitals involved in Eq. (4) . Like E(l) E$i disp is free of BSSE. In the' dispersion energy of Eq. (4) the inter-intra correlation coupling is completely neglected.37'44 E~~,disp is related to the uncoupled Hartree-Fock dynamic polarizabilities.45 The resulting dispersion interaction for He, is underestimated by -5 K at R = 5.6 a.u.46 The dispersion interaction E#i,disp is contained in the supermolecular CEPA-1 energy. One cannot, however, expect a close agreement between the CEPA-1 and E~~,disp dispersion energies since in the former some inter-intra correlation coupling effects as well as higher than the second-order terms are taken into account. The dispersion energy is the component of the interaction energy that is the most sensitive to the quality of the basis sets used. We monitor this basis set dependence by calculating Eg$,disp and we expect a qualitatively similar dependence for the CEPA-1 dispersion interaction to be observed.
When optimizing the exponents of polarization sets for the dispersion energy we have used monomer SCF orbitals obtained with the appropriate MCBS and for every angular quantum number I we optimized the partial wave component E$$,disp( 1,Z) .47 On the other hand, we now need Egidisp to estimate the accuracy of the dispersion energy that'is operative in the supermolecular CEPA-1 approach and so we now use the DCBS to obtain the SCF spectra of the monomers. Using the language of valence bond theory, charge-transfer structures are then allowed for in Eq. (4).
These significantly improve the quality of Eg$,disp making up for the incompleteness of the monomer spectra obtained with MCBS'S.~ ' The E~~,disp results reported in this study were obtained with the program INTACT of Groen and van Lenthe.48.
D. CEPA-1 interaction energy
The CEPA-1 method may be considered either as a modification of the configuration interaction singles and doubles method (CISD) aiming at size consistency38 or as a simplified version of the inherently size consistent coupled cluster singles and doubles method.3g The CEPA-1 method is not only size consistent but it also provides the exact (full-CI) energy for the system of N separated electron pairs,3g e.g., for Hew The method is invariant with respect to a transformation from localized to delocalized internal orbitals for a system of separated electron pairs, and is generally close to unitary invariance. In fact, we verified that the CEPA-1 dimer total energies for He, are numerically invariant with respect to Foster-Boys localization4' of the occupied dimer SCF orbitals.
Taking advantage of the size consistency, the CEPA interaction energy is defined as
where lima and sXEpA are the dimer and the monomer (X=A,B)
CEPA energies, respectively. In the case of a two-electron monomer X the energy tirEpA is identical to the full-C1 (CISD) energy of X.
In addition to the full CEPA interaction energy, we use the Foster-Boys localized dimer internal orbitals4' to calculate an interaction energy that is more readily comparable to the energy E (l) from the perturbation theory. In this case we impose the restriction that the double excitations have to be localized on one of the monomers, i.e., the dispersion-type double excitations are omitted in the dimer wave function. This approach was also used by Meyer et al. to calculate the "intramonomer" correlation contribution to the interaction energy for the HeH, and He, systems.32 For a system of N separated electron pairs, e.g., for HeN, the CEPA-intra method still provides the exact (full-CI) energy. For finite separations between the twoelectron systems A and B the CEPA-intra interaction energy, cnFPA-intra @EPA-intra = tiEPA-intra mt dnn -jgEPA-~~PA (6) covers the first-order interaction energy between the correlated monomers as well as some deformation terms. The EC') energy for correlated monomers [cf. Eq. (1 )] may be considered to be the first approximation to the @nFpA-intra energy. This arises because EC') is based upon the Heitler-
where HF is the Hartree-Fock reference and S(D) stands for the single (double) excitations. This wave function contains exactly the same quadruple excitations that CEPA is designed to account for. This is the reason that gnFPATintra and E(l) are so comparable.
The CEPA results reported in this study were obtained with the ATMOL system of codes.50
III. BASIS SETS
The Gaussian basis sets used in this work were obtained as combinations of two basis subsets. The first subset denoted CRn (n=O,...,4) was designed to describe the correlation contribution to the atomic energy of the ground state 'So helium atom. The second subset denoted DSm (m=1,...,5) was created to describe the dispersion interaction energy for the helium dimer in its ground '2: electronic state. When advancing in the CRn sequence we expect to improve the quality of (a) the helium atom energy, hence the BSSE will decrease; (b) the first-order interaction energy E (l) On the other hand, when progressing in . the DSm sequence we will observe (a)improvement in the dispersion interaction energy leading to more attractive CEPA interaction energies; (b) increase of BSSE since the polarization functions with low exponents centered on monomer A can effectively contribute to the lowering of the monomer B energy. Throughout the calculations, Gaussian orbitals with spherical harmonics for angular parts were used.
A. CRn subsets These basis sets were optimized for the CISD energy of the ground state helium atom.
For the radial correlation energy the k-term contracted sets of symmetry s were obtained from the 15-term regularized even-tempered (RET15) primitive set" by leaving k-1 primitives with low exponents uncontracted and by contracting the remaining primitives with high exponents into one basis function. The SCF energy of the helium atom calculated with the RET15 basis set differs by 0.88 ,uH from the Hartree-Fock limit value.52 Formally, this basis set then leaves room for a BSSE of 0.6 K at the SCF level of theory, but in practice the SCF BSSE never exceeds 0.005 K in our study. The RET15 basis set secures correct values of the first-order electrostatic and exchange components of the SCF interaction energy calculated with DCBS monomer wave functions.35 In addition, the completely uncontracted RET15 set reproduces 99.98% of the radial correlation energy of the helium atom. 53 Saturation of the angular correlation energy requires extended polarization sets. The exponents cIk of the k-term uncontracted basis sets of symmetry I (I= 1,...,4) were restricted to follow the even-tempered relation5'
and the parameters (Y[k and fl[k were optimized for the correlation energy of the helium atom. The optimal parameters (T/k and &k are reported in Table I. Table I also shows the related partial correlation energy contributions to the atomic energy, El,b when adding the (Z,k) set to a set saturated up to (I-1) symmetry and these are compared with the limiting values of El,-obtained by Bunge.53 There are remarkable regularities in the optimal exponents. In particular, for fixed k, the optimal values of the exponents increase as I increases and simultaneously the spacing be- Gutowski et a/.: Function counterpoise method 4731 tween the exponents decreases. This is visualized in Fig. 1 for two-and one-term sets with different Ps. Clearly, an extrapolation is possible to obtain more extended basis sets (larger Z's and k's). The CRn sets were built from differently contracted RET15 s-symmetry sets and the uncontracted polarization sets from Table I using the criterion that for every symmetry Z the error in the partial correlation energy should not exceed a judiciously chosen threshold value. The resulting CRn sequence (n=0,...,4), the related thresholds, and the remaining errors in the atomic correlation energy for every CRn set are shown in Table II . Even the most extended basis sets optimized for the monomer energy still leave ample room for BSSE at the correlated level of theory.
For the high-l symmetries tie found that the f-and in particular g-symmetry functions optimized for the atomic energy do not significantly affect the helium dimer interaction energy. The basis set resulting from omitting the two f and one g functions from the CR4 set is labeled CR4'.
B. DSm subsets
When combining the CRn and DSm sets attention has to be paid to the p-symmetry basis functions. For this symmetry there is an overlap between the ranges of exponents optimized for the atomic correlation and the dimer dispersion interaction (see Fig. 1 ). The same problem would appear in every other symmetry if more extended basis sets were used. For the sizes of basis sets considered in this study the problem is acute for thep symmetry in CRODSS and in all CRnDSm combinations with n > 1. There, some dispersion-and atomic-correlation-optimized exponents nearly coincide which could lead to numerical problems and instabilities in our final results. To avoid this problem, the p-symmetry sets embodied in the CRnDSm sequence (n = 1,...,4) contain every p-symmetry function ascribed to the CRn set plus instead of the DSm p-functions, one diffuse p-symmetry function with the exponent of 0.194 27 and 0.169 79 a.u. for CR 1 DSm and CRnDSm (It > 1 ), respectively. In CRODSS we use the p function appropriate to CR0 together with the two most diffuse p-functions of the 3p set appropriate to DS5.
The DSm basis sets derive from the basis sets that were reported in our study of the partial wave expansion and the damping phenomenon for the second-order Moller-Plesset dispersion interaction energy in the ground '2: state of the helium dimer.47 The exponents of the dispersionoptimized one and two term polarization sets for each symmetry (p&f,...), taken from Table I of Ref. 47, are visualized in Fig. 1 . As for the CR exponents, the variation with I shows a remarkable regularity. This time, however, the values of the optimal exponents decrease with increasing 1. A significant observation from Fig. 1 is that the ranges of the dispersion-and atomic-correlation-type ex-
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations were performed for the van der Waals minimum distance in He2, R=5.6 a.u. We do not report results involving the DSl basis set since the error in Eci,disp is rather large (see Table III ). Instead of the CR4 basis set we use the CR4' set.
A. First order energies E(l) for the CRnDSm sequence . ponents become more separated as 1 increases.
The DSm sets were built from the uncontracted polarization sets4' using the criterion that the error in Egi,disp caused by using a finite size (k= 1,...,3) polarization set for symmetry I is about the same for each 1 and below a chosen threshold value. The resulting DSm sequence (m= 1,...,5), the threshold values, and the remaining errors in the total second-order Moller-Plesset dispersion energy for a given DSm set are shown in Table III . The Eg&,disp energies were obtained with the monomer orbitals calculated with DCBS. A detailed presentation of E(l) and its components, for some selected basis sets, is given in Table IV . DCBS E(l) results for the remaining sets are shown in Table VI . Table  IV is organized such that basis sets containing s functions only are treated first, basis sets having only s and p functions come next, etc. The entries marked "limit" refer to sets which were developed by extending the s, p, and d parts beyond those of the largest CRn set (i.e., CR4') until no further changes in E(l) were observed (at the DCBS level). The spdf-limit, however, is an estimate based on the spd-limit and thef-effect observed for the CR3-results, relative to the corresponding CR2-results. All of these limits are thought to be converged to within 0.01 K (at the DCBS level). They follow the pattern first set out by Chalasinski et al.54 That is, starting from the Hartree-Fock limiting value of 9.69 K the in-out correlation introduced at the s-limit makes the atom more diffuse, thereby increasing E(l). On the other hand, the angular terms in the sp, spd, and spdf sets cause a contraction of the atom, and a progressive lowering of E (') In view of the convergence in .
the s, sp, spd, spdf sequence, functions beyond fare not expected to contribute significantly and so we estimate the complete-basis limit for E(l) to be 10.61 *to.01 K. Knowledge of this quantity is essential in selecting basis sets for full -He,-potential calculations that aim at an accuracy at the 0.1% level. Convergence of the first-order energy E(l) (in K) and its components to the basis set limit. The required correlated CISD monomer wave functions have been obtained using either the monomer basis set (MCBS, denoted M), or the entire dimer basis (DCBS, denoted D). He, at R=5.6 au.
Basis set The results for sets in the CRn sequence converge rapidly to the limits shown, especially if DCBS is used, and CR2 (possibly with a better s set than the RET 15 s set used in CR2) would be adequate for the 0.1% level of accuracy. The MCBS results are somewhat inferior, mainly because of their difficulty in reproducing the Eexch component of E(l). Clearly, the tail of the A wave function near B, which is important for Ei,!&, is better reproduced in DCBS. These findings are entirely analogous to the discussion at the SCF level in Ref. 35 . A new feature of the present results is that upon adding the diffuse polarization functions of the DS2 set (or any larger DSm set cf. Table VI) there are drastic changes in all E(l) components, both at the MCBS and the DCBS level, as long as a small CRn set is used. Such diffuse functions are essential for getting good dispersion energies and so cannot be missed in a full-potential calculation. However, adding such diffuse functions to a basis lacking sufficient high-exponent functions of the same symmetry apparently causes overoccupation of the diffuse functions and thereby an overestimation of E$&. Similar behavior has been reported by Meyer and Frommhold.6 Using DCBS instead of MCBS does not relieve the problem and so the only safe recipe for high accuracy is the use of a large CR set like CR4', possibly with a better s set than RETIS, and of course augmented with the correlating f set of CR3.
A final observation concerns the electrostatic energies Ei$ in Table IV . Although on the whole these are much more stable to changes in the basis set than are the ELf$ results, this does not go for the separate terms that make up E$. As an illustration we quote in Table IV the penetration part, Pel-eb of the electron-electron repulsion term (i.e., its deviation from the value 4/R a.u.). This quantity is well-behaved in MCBS, but the DCBS results are anomalous for all but the largest basis sets employed. The reason for this is that in DCBS the monomers acquire some small artificial multipole moments, and the interaction of the A-atom multipoles with the B-atom monopole (and vice versa) causes P,i,i to deviate from its proper value. However, since each He is a neutral system, these deviations are canceled by corresponding artifacts in the electron-nuclear attraction terms, and the total EL,!2 is not affected to any appreciable extent.
B. Second-order
Mailer-Plesset dispersion energies for the CRnDSm sequence A selection of the BSSE-free perturbation energies Eci,disp, which were obtained using DCBS monomer wave functions, has been included in Table V . The energies become significantly lower when going from one DS set to another, and they also become a little lower as the CR set goes from n=O to 4. These results are consistent with the results of Table III and with the variational character of E (2) MP,disp 43 The best results in the CRnDSm sequence are still some 0.4 K above the basis-set limit, which is currently estimated to be -17.07 K. '! We have verified that E$i,disp results obtained with the slightly different monomer wave functions that would be consistent with the VCP scheme differ by no more than 0.02 K from those given in Table V . Hence our final conclusions (see below) about the failure of the VCP scheme are not biased by our use of DCBS results throughout. By contrast, the FCP results all lie well above the estimated @$PA-limit of -9.8 K. However, this is not by itself a sufficient guarantee that the FCP approach is fully correct. Therefore, armed with knowledge of the dominant components of the interaction energy, viz. E(l) and E~~,disp, we now proceed to make a perturbation estimate of the CEPA interaction energy that would be expected for a given CRnDSm basis if the BSSE-removal by the counterpoise approach were successful.
Anticipating our final conclusion that the FCP method is correct we calibrate our estimate using the FCP CR4'DS4 interaction energy, and we obtain, for a given CRnDSm set, @zz&ated(nm)= -3.27 K+E" '(nm) dUsed for calibrating the "estimated" column.
C. Accuracy of the FCP scheme
The CEPA interaction energies obtained with the combined CRnDSm basis sets are presented in Table V . The results were either not corrected for BSSE (no-CP) or corrected using the VCP or FCP methods. Thus the difference between a no-CP and the FCP result equals the BSSE. As expected, for fixed CRn the BSSE increases as the DS set goes from m=2 to 5. On the other hand, the BSSE decreases as the CR set goes from n=O to 4, in accordance with the results of Table II .
where -3.27 K is the value that causes &$Ff&&d ( 4'4) to coincide with the CEPA interaction energy in this basis. The resulting estimated interaction energies are reported in the last column of The experimental57 and the best theoretical predictions11*58 for the interaction energy at R = 5.6 a.u. cover the narrow range of -10.87 + -10.95 K. The CEPA method neglects triple and higher excitations that stabilize the complex by more than 1 K.46 Hence, it is expected that the basis set limit for the CEPA interaction energy should be around -9.8 K. Not surprisingly, the no-CP results sink well below this value for the CRn (n=O,...,3) sets, which suffer most from BSSE. More interesting, for the CR0 basis set the VCP results drop below this value as well, by as much as 9 K. One would rather expect that the properly CP-corrected interaction energy should be above the CEPA-limit energy because of the unsaturation of the dispersion energy when using the DSm basis sets (cf. Table  III) . We therefore conclude, as in Ref. 33 , that the VCP approach yields unphysical results, which do not correspond to the basis set and correlation method employed in a given CRnDSm CEPA calculation. In some cases the VCP-results may be close to experiment, as in the recent paper by Yang and Kestner," but such agreement is forThese considerations led us to search for a supermolecular approach which produces an interaction energy that is easier to model in parallel perturbation calculations. This can be achieved by adopting, for the dimer calculation, the CEPA-intra approach in which localized dimer internal orbitals are used and the double excitations are restricted to be of the intramonomer-type. Then, the dispersion as well as the inter-intra correlation coupling terms are automatically eliminated. In this approach, the interaction energy contains only the first-order interaction energy E(l) and a small deformation energy arising as the monomers adapt to the Pauli repulsion in the dimer. The method is still prone to BSSE. Values of the FCP-corrected E energies together with the E(l) DCBS energies for the CRnDSm series are reported in Table VI . The two sets of results are strongly correlated, as is visualized in Fig. 2 . As before, by calibrating against the CR4'DS4 result, a perturbation estimate of the CEPA-intra result for other sets may be made as follows:
where -0.207 K is the limiting value of the deformation energy, viz. the difference between E$PA-intra and E(l) for the CR4'DS4 basis set. These estimates are shown in the final column of Table VI. The FCP-corrected CEPA-intra results deviate at most 0.06 K from the perturbation estimates, and as the CR set grows larger the agreement improves quickly, the deviation from CR4' onwards being at most 0.001 K. The initial deviations of up to 0.06 K may be rationalized by supposing that for these sets the deformation energy has not yet reached the limiting value assumed in Eq. (9). (In fact the deformation energy is more negative for the smaller sets in which E(l) is too repulsive.) The final deviations of around 0.001 K appear to be caused mainly by the finite numerical precision of our data. The smallness of these deviations is all the more striking if one recalls that the BSSE for the larger CR sets still has values which range from 0.20-2.82 K (cf. Table V) . We conclude that the FCP method does fully remove these BSSE effects and yields interaction energies that are precisely correct, not only for the CR2 and CR4' sets where a perturbation estimate including a converged deformation component is at hand to prove it, but for all other sets as well. Before concluding this section we return to the question why the perturbation estimate E' ' ) + EG$,disp reproduced the full, unpartitioned, CEPA interaction energies only moderately well. Having established that the intracorrelation part of R$fPA is accurately modeled by the perturbation term E(l), it follows that the remainder of gnFpA, viz. eEPAeinter, which mainly consists of the CEPA disper-"It sion energy, is not modeled quite so well by the perturbation estimate Eg&,dispe In Fig. 3 we have plotted the latter two quantities against each other, and it turns out that the CEPA-inter energies for the CRODSm sets lie on a different line (more negative CEPA energies) than those for the other CRnDSm (n > 0) sets. This suggests that the quality with which a CR set describes the intramonomer correlation has a direct influence on the CEPA dispersion energy, but not on Egi,disp. This arises because intra-inter correlation coupling terms are present in CEPA, but not in the MP dispersion calculation. We conclude that, as for E(l), the CR part of the basis should be at least of CR2-quality in calculations aiming at a precision of 0.1% in the total He, interaction energy. A series of one-electron basis sets is documented that approach in a systematic way the basis set limit for the potential energy curve in He,. Every basis is composed of two parts (i) a CR set of functions optimized for the atomic correlation energy in He; (ii) a DS set of functions optimized for the dispersion interaction in He,.
With more extended basis sets optimized for the atomic correlation energy only, we determined the spdlimit to be 10.63=!=0.01 K for the correlated first-order interaction energy in He, at R=5.6 a.u. The spdf limit is extrapolated to be 10.61 f 0.01 K. The correlation compo-nent &ir of 0.92*0.01 K is in close agreement with the results by Rybak et aL5' and represents 8.7% of the total first-order interaction energy.
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A side effect of the supermolecular approach, not corrected by the FCP counterpoise scheme, is that the DCBS description of the monomers worsens the first-order electrostatic interaction energy lZL:i compared to the MCBS description.35 Analysis of the penetration components of E$ showed, however, that while this so-called secondary BSSE deteriorates the separate components, nevertheless E&$ itself converges rapidly to a precision of 0.01 K.
We conclude that the Boys and Bernardi function counterpoise methodi is a correct approach to cope with BSSE at both the SCF and correlated levels of theory. It yields interaction energies that are consistent with the quality of the ab initio method and the basis set employed. The perturbation components of the supermolecular interaction energy are reproduced at the level of monomer wave functions obtained in the dimer-centered basis set. The use of bond functions does not present any special problem, since always the complete basis set of the complex is used. For larger systems than Hez, when approximate methods are employed, the proper counterpoise does not follow in a straightforward way from the original Boys-Bernardi paper.i6 Both orbital and configuration spaces should match exactly. 5g,1 ' In full CI calculations the Boys and Bernardi function counterpoise method can be applied as originally suggested.
